
Fridays For Future Toronto Response to COVID-19 
● Fridays For Future Toronto is offering its love and support to all families around the globe 

impacted by the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 
● Fridays For Future Toronto welcomes the urgency with which Canadian communities, 

organisations and institutions across the nation are acting in the face of COVID-19. 
Proactive actions such as school closures and cancellations of large events will inevitably 
reduce the spread and mitigate the most serious impacts of the virus. 

● Fridays For Future Toronto is urging governments at all levels to implement policies that 
help working people and marginalized communities adhere to distancing guidelines. 

● Now is the time to show how we can come together and showcase other ways of being while 
protecting the most vulnerable.  

(See Resources from Health Care Experts Below) 

Fridays For Future Toronto welcomes the urgency with which Canadian communities,           
organisations, institutions, and individuals are acting in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic. In an               
effort to protect our communities, and in keeping with the advice coming from healthcare experts (see                
links below), Fridays for Future Toronto has decided that the upcoming April 3rd Global Climate               
Strike will be going online. See fridaysforfutureto.org for details.  

Fridays for Future Toronto is heartened to know that Canada is capable and willing to mobilize                
resources and collective action in the midst of crises. Yet we are concerned that poor and working                 
class people will bear the brunt of this crisis. Workers in the bottom income quartile are more than                  
twice as likely to work at a job where they cannot work from home as those in the top quartile [1].                     
Due to a lack of sick and personal days, poor and working class people will be forced to suffer lost                    
wages, evictions and unsafe working conditions. Effectively forcing low-income and vulnerable           
workers to put themselves at risk during this crisis is not only unjust, but will have a negative impact                   
on the effectiveness of our national infection control efforts. So far, the federal government has               
announced $10 billion in credit for businesses, but only a tiny fraction of this amount would go into                  
Employment Insurance for workers laid off, even if the waiting period is waived. This is               
unacceptable. We are calling on the governments of Canada and Ontario to implement a              
comprehensive paid leave package - a package that guarantees full income without interruption -              
income necessary to maintain the basics of life including food and rent to anyone who faces loss of                  
income because of the COVID19 virus. The previous Ontario government ran a Basic Income Pilot               
project which could serve as a model for this. We also call for comprehensive support for small and                  
medium businesses so they may continue to employ these workers once the pandemic is over.  

Fridays for Future Toronto understands the importance of acting rapidly in the face of a pandemic                
and recognizes the parallels that exist with the climate crisis. Pandemics are a result of the same                 



systems that have created the climate crisis and the most immediate manifestation of a threat to short                 
and long-term health, security, safety, and prosperity of all people.  

Fridays For Future first and foremost exists as a youth-led movement to advocate for the protection                
of life, both now and for future generations. The global strikes have forged many resilient solidarity                
networks that will persist and prosper throughout this pandemic. We will continue to organize online               
to provide a growing community of compassion and care for our most vulnerable in these uncertain                
times.  

Leading up to April 3rd, the weekly climate strikes that have been taking place in front of the                  
legislative building at Queen’s Park will also take place online along with teach-in workshops. See               
fridaysforfutureto.org for more information. We look forward to having you join us online at our               
virtual events! In the meantime, stay safe and take care of one another. 

In solidarity, 
Fridays For Future Toronto Global Strike Organizers 

 
Resources from health care professionals: 
WHO  
Toronto Public Health 
Government of Canada  

 

[1] 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/15/business/economy/coronavirus-worker-risk.
html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage 

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019?link_id=8&can_id=0e832152d13b075f8756260b82090560&source=email-global-newsletter-37-girls-just-wanna-have-rights&email_referrer=email_748410&email_subject=global-newsletter-37-girls-just-wanna-have-rights
https://www.toronto.ca/community-people/health-wellness-care/diseases-medications-vaccines/coronavirus/
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/coronavirus-disease-covid-19.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/15/business/economy/coronavirus-worker-risk.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/15/business/economy/coronavirus-worker-risk.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage

